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Stabilizer Option

The SWC515 Pinmount weigh module is designed to 
check the horizontal movement of its top plate. For some 
dynamic weighing applications, additional checking is 
recommended. The following guidelines explain when 
optional stabilizers should be used.

The Pinmount weigh module uses a rocker-pin load cell that rocks to 
allow the top plate to move horizontally due to factors such as thermal 
expansion and contraction. The movement is frictionless rolling contact 
but under the influence of a restoring force that always acts to return the 
load cell to a vertical position and the scale to its ideal centered posi-
tion. When the load cell stands vertically (the normal position) there is 
no restoring force, but displacing the top plate in any direction produces 
a restoring force that wants to push the top plate back to the normal 
position. The farther the load cell is displaced from its normal position, 
the more the restoring force increases. This provides the best possible 
weighing accuracy by allowing the scale to expand and contract freely 
with minimal side forces applied to the load cell and then by restoring the 
scale to its optimum normal position after the disturbance has passed.

Without the optional stabilizers, the Pinmount top plate can move horizon-
tally 5 mm in all directions. A 360° bumper stop limits the top plate after 
5 mm travel in any direction. This occurs when the middle plate (welded 
rigidly to the top plate) bumps on the lower receiver.

Two anti-lift screws provide lift-off protection and only lift-off protection. In 
the horizontal direction, the middle plate stops on the lower receiver before 
it can contact the anti-lift screws.



The Pinmount weigh module (Figure 1) has built-
in anti-uplift and bumper stops that check the top 
plate’s movement in horizontal and vertical directions. 
This built-in checking is adequate for most applica-
tions. Additional stabilizers are used only when it is 
necessary to stabilize a dynamic scale under certain 
conditions.

When a stabilizer is installed, the top plate is limited 
to moving transversely to the longitudinal axis of the 
base plate and is stopped, as before, after 5 mm tra-
vel. Placing two stabilizers on the same weigh module 
has the same effect, but it doubles the force that can 

be withstood by the stabilizers in the longitudinal direc-
tion. A dynamic scale can be stabilized by arranging a 
number of stabilizers acting in different directions.

There are three situations in which you would use 
stabilizers:
1. To stabilize a dynamic scale if weighing must take 

place while, for example, a large mixer is operating.
2. To stabilize a scale where settling time is critical, for 

example, a high-speed conveyor scale.
3. To stabilize a dynamic scale in order to protect rigi-

dly attached piping from fatigue and failure.
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Figure 1: Pinmount Weigh Module
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Recommended Restraint
Application One Stabilizer Two Stabilizers External 

Bumper Bolts
Tank with High-Shear Mixer 
(Mixer used during weighing)

Yes (≤ 10t)* Yes (> 10t)* —

Horizontal Batch Mixer (Mixer 
used during weighing)

Yes (≤ 10t)* Yes (> 10t)* —

Conveyor Scale, High Speed 
(Settling time is critical)

Yes (≤ 10t)* Yes (> 10t)* —

Vehicle Weigh-in-Motion Scale 
(Settling time is critical)

Yes (≤ 10t)* Yes (> 10t)* —

Tank Scale with Mixer and Rigid 
Piping (Stabilizer reduces piping 
fatigue and failure)

Yes (≤ 10t)* Yes (> 10t)* —

Tank Scale, Static (No mixer) — — —

Tank Scale, Stirred (Low-powered 
stirring during weighing)

— — —

Tank Scale with Mixer, Static 
Weighing (Mixer not used during 
weighing)

— — —

Hopper Scale — — —

Conveyor Scale, Low Speed 
(Settling time is not critical)

— — —

Platform Scale (Settling time is 
not critical)

— — —

Platform Scale, Drive-On 
(Settling time is not critical; large 
horizontal forces)

— — Yes

Coil Scale, External Stop (Settling 
time is not critical)

— — —

Coil Scale, Live-Stop (Settling 
time is not critical; large horizon-
tal forces)

— — Yes

*Gross weight applied to each weigh module.

Table 1 summarizes when and when not to use stabili-
zers. A detailed description of each type of application 
is provided following the table.

Table 1: When to Use Restraints with Pinmount Weigh Modules
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When to Use Stabilizers

We recommend using stabilizers for the following 
types of applications:

Tank with High-Shear Mixer: A high-shear mixer has 
an outer stator held by the outer rods while a concen-
tric rotor is driven by the central shaft. The rotor acts 
like the impeller in a pump, drawing material in axially 
and expelling it radially while performing a shearing or 
grinding operation between the closely fitting rotor and 
stator. These devices disperse, emulsify, homogenize, 
disintegrate, and dissolve liquids or solids in liquids. 
They are typically driven at high speeds and can have 
motor sizes up to 50 kW (70 hp) and stator diameters 
up to 500 mm (20 inches). Sometimes a high-shear 
mixer is combined with an anchor-shaped mixer or 
scraper blades to remove sediment from the tank floor 
and sides. Materials can be added in large chunks, 
creating a pulsating effect as they are drawn into the 
stator. These mixers can create high levels of vibration 
and pulsation. If they operate during weighing, then 
stabilizers are recommended.

Horizontal Batch Mixer: This device has a motor dri-
ving a horizontal agitator shaft, which can be a screw 
or be equipped with paddles. The agitator shaft rotates 
in a horizontal trough and is typically used to mix or 
coat dry ingredients and to create slurries or pastes. 
Typical applications are mixing animal feeds, coating 
seeds, and mixing concrete. Some applications use 
two agitators placed side by side. Electric motors up to 
150 kW (200 hp) are used, and heavy vibration can 
be expected because of the nature of the operation. If 
the agitators operate during weighing, then stabilizers 
are recommended.

Conveyor Scale, High Speed: High-speed conveyor 
scales with capacities that require the use of Pinmount 
weigh modules are rare. If this situation were to arise 
and settling time was critical, then stabilizers should 
be used to steady the scale.

Vehicle WIM Scale: A Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) scale 
weighs each axle of a vehicle as the vehicle is driven 
slowly across the scale and then sums the values to 
calculate the total weight. This type of application usu-
ally involves a pit scale that is wider than the vehicle 
and long enough to accommodate single or tandem 
axles. Because settling time is critical, stabilizers 
should be used to steady the scale.

Tank Scale with Mixer and Rigid Piping: When a 
tank has a powerful mixer and rigid piping, the tank’s 
constant oscillation can cause fatigue cracking of the 
pipework. Regardless of whether the mixer operates 
during weighing, stabilizers can be used to steady the 
tank and prevent damage to the piping. Note that rigid 
piping is not recommended because it substantially 
degrades weighing performance.
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Figure 2: Tank with High-Shear Mixer

Figure 3: Horizontal Batch Mixer

Figure 4: Conveyor Scale, High Speed

Figure 5: Vehicle WIM Scale
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When to Use Two Stabilizers per Weigh 
Module

For the five types of applications listed in the previous 
section, use at least one stabilizer per weigh module 
(see note at the end of this section). If the dynamic 
forces applied to the scale are large, two stabilizers per 
weigh module might be needed. This section provides 
guidelines for deciding when to use two stabilizers.

The Pinmount weigh module data sheet lists a rating of 
22 kN (5000 lb) for the “max horizontal force (longitu-
dinal only) in each optional stabilizer.” This is the force 
that one stabilizer can withstand along its longitudinal 
axis in tension or compression.

To determine how much horizontal force a scale with 
stabilizers can withstand, look at the arrangement of 
the stabilizers. For example, the scale shown in Figure 
7 can withstand a force of 2 x 22 = 44 kN (10,000 lb) 
in either direction.

If two stabilizers are fitted to a single weigh module, 
then it can withstand 2 x 22 kN =44 kN (10,000 lb) in 
the longitudinal direction of the stabilizers.

The equipment manufacturer might be able to provide 
information about the horizontal forces necessary to 
restrain a scale. That is the preferred way to determine 
if the scale requires one or two stabilizers per weigh 
module*. If the information is not available, you can 
use the following rule of thumb: Calculate the total 
weight of the scale (maximum live load + dead load) 
and divide by the number of legs:
• If the total weight divided by the number of legs is 

10t (22,000 lb) or less, use one stabilizer per weigh 
module.*

• If the total weight divided by the number of legs is 
more than 10t (22,000 lb), use two stabilizers per 
weigh module.*

*Note: In certain Pinmount installations that use stabili-
zers, one or more of the weigh modules must not have 
stabilizers in order for the scale to expand and con-
tract. It is important to follow the recommended layouts 
in the installation and service manual.

When Not to Use Stabilizers

Stabilizers are not required for the following types of 
applications:

Tank Scale, Static: A static tank scale, either hori-
zontal or vertical, does not have mixers or violent 
chemical reactions that would cause the tank to move 
horizontally. The act of filling and emptying alone does 
not require stabilizers to be used. A static tank scale 
does not require stabilizers.

Tank Scale, Stirred: Some tanks have a low-powered 
mixer with a power rating of 1.5 kW (2 hp) or less. 
The liquid is stirred with a small marine-type impeller, 
typically not more than 150 mm (6 inches) in diame-
ter. With suitable filtering software on the terminal, this 
application typically does not require stabilizers even if 
stirring occurs during weighing.

Figure 6: Tank Scale with Mixer and Rigid Piping

Figure 7: Sample Scale with Four Stabilizers

Figure 8: Tank Scale, Static
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Tank Scale with Mixer, Static Weighing: This type 
of scale is subject to dynamic forces at times but not 
during the weighing operation. Because the mixer 
does not affect the weighing results, stabilizers are not 
required.

Hopper Scale: Some hopper scales have vibrators 
to aid emptying. Gates can cause additional impact 
forces when opening and closing. As long as the 
forces are not present during weighing, a hopper scale 
does not require stabilizers.

Conveyor Scale, Low Speed: Conveyor scales requi-
ring weigh modules with capacities of 7.5t or more are 
likely to be low-speed applications for which settling 
time is not critical. Instead of using stabilizers, it is 
better to let the scale float freely to absorb shocks and 
restore itself after any horizontal impacts.

Platform Scale: As long as a platform scale is not 
subjected to dynamic forces and settling time is not an 
issue, stabilizers are not required. Even if the platform 
scale is bumped occasionally (for example, while 
being loaded by a forklift), it is better to let it float freely 
to absorb shocks and restore itself after the impact.

Platform Scale, Drive-On: If a platform scale is used 
to weigh motorized vehicles such as forklifts, large 
horizontal forces can result when the vehicle stops. 
Typically, settling time is not critical in these applica-
tions. The normal configuration is to allow the scale 
to float freely (no stabilizers) but with external bumper 
bolts to restrict horizontal movement. The bumper gaps 
should be small enough so that the platform bumps 
against the external bumpers before contacting the 
weigh module’s bumpers.
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Figure 9: Tank Scale, Stirred

Figure 10: Tank Scale with Mixer, Static Weighing

Figure 11: Hopper Scale

Figure 12: Conveyor Scale, Low Speed

Figure 13: Platform Scale
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Coil Scale, External Stop: With this type of scale, the 
coil rolls down an incline onto the scale, is stopped by 
an externally mounted stop, and settles back into a “V” 
notch in the deck for weighing. After weighing, the stop 
is raised and the coil is ejected from the notch so that 
it can roll off the scale. Generally, settling time is not 
important. Instead of using stabilizers, it is better to let 
the scale float freely to absorb shocks and to restore 
itself after any horizontal impact.

Coil Scale, Live Stop: With this type of scale, the coil 
rolls down an incline onto the scale and is stopped 
and held in place by a stop mounted on the live scale. 
After weighing, the stop is retracted and the coil rolls 

off the scale. Generally, settling time is not important. 
Severe horizontal forces result when the coil hits the 
stop. Instead of using stabilizers, it is better to let the 
scale float freely until it hits external bumpers. The face 
of the retractable stop should be lined with a compli-
ant (spring-type) material. The bumper gap should 
be small enough so that the platform bumps against 
the external bumpers before contacting the weigh 
module’s bumpers.

Note
Sometimes a mixer is mounted independently of the 
scale on a structural member or on a stand that sits on 
the floor. It is important to remember that the impeller‘s 
thrust will cause the scale to seem much lighter or 
heavier depending on the direction of rotation. It is 
important that weighing not take place when this type 
of mixer is operating.
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Figure 14: Platform Scale, Drive-On

Figure 15: Coil Scale, External Stop 

Figure 16: Coil Scale, Live Stop 

Figure 17: Mixer Mounted Independently
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